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Dear friends, 

We are writing to you on behalf of this year’s KILOMETROAK. It is the annual 

festival of the Ikastolas of Gipuzkoa. We have been celebrating it every single 

year since 1977 and thousands of people take part in it in different ways: some 

people enjoy the huge festival and others work organizing it like volunteers. 

KILOMETROAK is a festival in favour of the Basque Language and Basque 

Education. The movement of the Ikastolas is supported by the economic aid this 

festival is linked to. Especially, KILOMETROAK supports the Ikastola which 

organizes the party by building new areas or rebuilding some which already exist. 

This year we are going to celebrate KILOMETROAK in Oñati on September 24th 

and Txantxiku Ikastola, the organizer, is located there. 

During the school year, we have been carrying out different activities connected 

to it and right now we are at the final stage. We really need your help and 

cooperation in order to spread and strengthen the impact of this year’s festival. 

That is why we are here, trying to get in contact with you. This time we would like 

to inform you about KLIKmetroak. 

This year it is the 7th time we are going to carry out KLIKmetroak. It was born in 

2011 in the KILOMETROAK festival organized by Ikasberri Ikastola of Azpeitia. It 

is one of the most important activities carried out by Internet in Gipuzkoa and one 

of the most meaningful ones performed on line only in Basque. Actually, in 2011 

it won the Argia prize of publicity, recognizing the work done and remarking the 

innovative character of the project. 

The aim of KLIKmetroak is to go around this year’s virtual route as many times 

as possible. For that it is essential the involvement of thousands of people and to 

get the sponsors for those metres. Each visitor will be able to make one metre, 

and in this way, the more people take part the more times the virtual route will be 

gone through. Sponsors will give money to KILOMETROAK festival each time 

visitors go across one metre.  
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This year the virtual route will be 6,395 metres long. So we need at least the 

same amount of visitors. We produced a video in order to let you know about the 

project and encourage you to take part. We are sending you the video itself 

together with this document. 

We would like to invite you to take part in this project. In the same way you could 

invite everybody who forms Euskal Etxea to be part of the project and make a 

virtual metre. It is simple, it takes just two minutes. These are the steps you 

should follow: 

1. Get into klikmetroak.kilometroak.eus 

2. Press over the green button EGIN ZURE METROA (MAKE YOU METRE) 

3. Fill in the questionnaire on the screen: your email address, name and 

surname, a photograph and a short message in favour of 

KILOMETROAK. To finsih, press over EGIN ZURE METROA button. 

4. You will receive a message from KLIKmetroak to confirm your metre. 

Open your email, press over the link which appears there and your 

contribution is already made. 

To make metres is totally FREE and we will definitely not give anyone your email 

address. You will not receive publicity either. 

We wish to thank your time and cooperation. Just a click means a lot to us! 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!! 
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